
Our goal, set in March 2015, is to be the leading national sustainable housebuilder 

and embed this within divisions over three years.

This document is to help monitor the progress made by Barratt Developments PLC against the Sustainability Framework 2015-

2020.

The framework consists of our six sustainability issues that 'matter most', decided upon in 2016 after streamlining the framework 

from 12 issues to six, via a materiality assessment.

A senior Director is accountable for setting the goals, and is accountable for the implementation of a plan to respond to each of the 

aspirations and goals.

RMDs and MDs are responsible for engaging their divisions on the sustainability framework and ensuring that key messages, 

targets and performance monitoring occurs to support the achievement of company priorities, principles and on important 

sustainability issues.

Actions are tracked and an update to the Board is provided twice a year.

Barratt Developments PLC Sustainability Framework 2016-2020
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How we manage sustainability
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The Board has overall responsibility for our 
sustainability framework, with delivery 
delegated to the Executive Committee to 
ensure it is embedded into the business.

Corporate 
Sustainability

Communication, target setting 
and facilitation.

Led by Head of Corporate 
Sustainability (Sarah Pratt)

Group Board

Risk Committee
Report to audit committee
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Operating efficiency
Led by Group Construction 

Director
(Rhoddy MacKinnon)

Attracting, inspiring and 
investing in people

Led by Group HR Director
(Rob Tansey)

Keeping people safe
Led by Group SHE Director 

(Vince Coyle)

Sustainable places to live
Led by Group Land and Planning 
Director (Philip Barnes), Group 
Design and Technical Director 

(Michael Finn)

Sustainable and responsible 
sourcing

Led by Group Procurement Director 
(John Adams), Group Commercial 

Director (Daniel Smith)

Investing in innovation and 
development

Led by Group Design and 
Technical Director (Michael Finn)

Executive Committee
Determine sustainability strategy

Led by Chief Executive (David Thomas)

Delivery via 6 regions and 27 housebuilding divisions, plus one commercial division



Best practice and benchmarking performance. Engagement and communication.
By 2020: Establish an enhanced reputation as the national leading sustainable housebuilder within the NextGeneration benchmark, 

FTSE4Good and Carbon Disclosure Project, and in ongoing performance improvement against the 'issues that matter most'.

Review sustainability questionnaire definitions and launch requirements earlier in FY 17. 

Capture emissions reductions activities to demonstrate business and environmental benefits of energy efficiency, low carbon investment and enable submission of the 

CDP annually (see operating efficiency section).

Continue to engage with and participate in the NextGeneration benchmark, FTSE4Good, and ensure scores reflect those consistent with demonstrating status as the UK 

leading national sustainable housebuilder.

Internal communications plan for sustainability to raise awareness with employees.

Raise external profile of Barratt approach to sustainability and define outputs.

Refresh online sustainability content in line with sustainability strategy.

Oversee progress of the sustainability framework and report bi-annually to the Executive and Board.

Implement corporate sustainability induction e-learning module.

Review operational carbon targets in light of 12 months energy data, and establish process and value of setting science-based targets.

Investigate how we would demonstrate response to Carbon Disclosure Project Q 3.2a - how the homes that we build enable a third party (i.e. customer) to avoid GHG 

emissions, and put in place a method to calculate annually.
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Keeping people safe
By 2020: Maintain Injury Incident Rate (IIR) at the level recorded in 2015. (381 or less per 100,000 employees).

Maintain Five Star safety management system status as assessed by the British Safety Council.

Maintain our Injury Incidence Rate at the level recorded in 2015.

Continue to work with the industry and regulators to improve knowledge and control of exposure to dust, silica and wood.

Directors and Senior Managers will attend a ‘Leading Safety’ course by the end of 2016, accredited by the Institution of Occupational Health and Safety.

Ensure full use of CSCS card readers linked to the card database to improve control of entry to our sites and reduce the use of fraudulent or non-valid cards being 

presented.

Continue to reinforce the 5 Steps to Safety programme to develop a focus and culture of behavioural safety.

Awareness sessions for Site Management and technical staff held by the end of 2016 will continue to enhance knowledge of and control of temporary works.

Review plant (heavy tools, machinery and vehicles) used on our sites to establish additional measures to increase safe use.

A behavioural safety programme will be investigated and trialled.
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Operating efficiency
Reduce carbon intensity from our construction operations, offices and business mileage by 10% by 2025 (based on FY 2015 baseline).

Achieve 95% construction waste recycling rate annually.

Reduce construction waste generation by 2% per annum (tonnes per 1,000 sq. ft.) based on 2015 baseline. 10% reduction by 2020.

Designing out waste at source via engagement with suppliers and changing construction practices:

Conduct a root cause analysis of waste generation associated with two homes: one traditional build (Stamford Bridge) and one timber frame (Warwick). Analyse results and 

engage construction and commercial teams with findings.

Groundworks: we will investigate the development of a Group-wide consistent mechanism for monitoring ground works and demolition waste movements.

Deliver prioritised actions for waste reduction: supplier packaging (see responsible sourcing section), pallets, flooring, stairwell protection, compaction (including consistent 

guidance on compaction of waste via sustain-a-bale baling system).

Roll out site set up best practice guide for achieving good waste management practice.

Energy efficiency:

Site compounds and sales arenas: we will install automated metering on a number of sites to establish benchmark baseline consumptions. To trial at Cane Hill first.

Office metering: roll out the installation of Automated Meters (AMRs) across our office estate and establish benchmark consumption in each metered office.

Review energy supply alternatives for site compounds and welfare facilities.

Energy efficient equipment roll out: monitor and report uptake of hybrid generators, eco-cabins, new specification of forklift trucks and telehandlers on a replacement basis.

Show home decorative lighting: review all show home decorative lighting, and roll out replacement programme with LEDs.

Capture emissions reduction and waste reduction projects, and clearly demonstrate cost and environmental savings (raw materials, energy, carbon and waste reduction). 

Share best practice across all employees (see engagement and communications).

Review business mileage data collection to support greater accuracy of carbon reporting and reinforce reduction of car travel across the group to improve safety, 

productivity and carbon emissions.
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Attracting, inspiring and investing in people
• Maintain labour turnover at or below 20% by 2020. 

• Maintain a minimum of 5% of our workforce in an apprenticeship trainee role by 2020.

• Maintain an average of 3 training days per employee per year.

• Maintain upper quartile UK FTSE performance in our engagement survey.

• Ensure the gender and ethnicity of our workforce reflects the communities where we operate by 2020.

• Roll out diversity and inclusion training across the group by end FY 17. 

Full diversity and inclusion training programme to be launched at our senior management conference in October 2016, and all senior managers to receive training by 

31/01/16.

Continue to invest in support for divisional Apprentice Champions and continue to recruit quality apprentices.

Actively promote the construction industry through our Construction Ambassadors .

Invest in programme to recruit from the Armed Forces, learn lessons from pilot scheme and actively promote.

Maintain and seek to continuously reduce all staff turnover by 10% in FY 17.

Maintain an average of three training days per annum per employee.

Maintain upper quartile UK FTSE 250 performance in our engagement survey.

Maintain response rate to employee engagement survey annually at 70% or above.

Invest in our e-learning provision for staff.

Review the findings of the HBF report on Positive Workforce Development: Investment Amongst Sub-contractors against Barratt approach to identify ways to improve.
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Sustainable places to live
• All developments to have a Great Places Silver Rating by 2020.

• Seek to create a net positive impact for ecology and biodiversity across our developments by 2020.

• % of applications for full or outline permission (excluding reserved matters or replans or sites purchased with a permission already in place) 

which are accompanied by a Biodiversity Action Plan.

• % of units built which did not require to be consented via a planning appeal.

Continue to embed our Great Places principles across all our divisions through an annual cycle of feedback and training, building the capacity to keep this consistent.

Promote to our partners the value of our placemaking commitment, Great Places.

Ensure wildlife and ecology friendly developments by embedding the practice contained within our Landscaping Guide, and Group Memo on Biodiversity Action Plans across all 

our divisions, aiming for full compliance.

Aim to ensure all applications for full or outline permission (excluding reserved matters or replans) have a Biodiversity Action Plan in place.

Deliver against the RSPB workstream actions (best practice, flagship projects, customer engagement, improved policy and procedures, and employee engagement) agreed 

within the RSPB/Barratt partnership (June 2016 version).

Ensure that our land buying and design decisions reflect government policy towards affordable housing and first-time buyers.

Continue dialogue with major lending stakeholders to promote sustainable housebuilding; affordability of new build based on reduced running costs; support for affordable 

schemes; acceptability of Modern Method of Construction; improved loan to value ratios for new build.

Ensure the up-to-date social and economic impacts of each development are measured and presented as part of the consultation process.
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Sustainable and responsible sourcing
• Continual improvement and innovative solutions developed in collaboration with supply chain.

• Maintain 100% timber sourced from sustainable sources for Group timber agreements.

Top 40 suppliers appropriate for e-invoicing to be identified by 30th June 2017.

All Group suppliers to produce an acceptable sustainable and responsible sourcing policy by the end of 2017.

Review the packaging waste generated by suppliers and once baseline confirmed set a target to reduce packaging waste.

Introduce mechanism for monitoring ground works and demolition waste movements.

Benchmark supply chain emissions and ensure top 15 energy intensive suppliers have produced a Supplier Carbon Emission Reduction Plan by end 2017.

All group suppliers to achieve Bronze level Supply Chain Sustainability School membership by end 2017.

Top 20 sub-contractors by turnover to be at member status within the Supply Chain Sustainability School by end of December 2017.

Closely monitor the implementation of the best practice sustainable supply options across each of our divisions (e.g. resized plasterboard, Scott pallets, Dulux can recycling, 

hybrid generators, eco-cabins,  led show home lighting, compaction of lightweight waste).

Communicate the economic, social and environmental benefits achieved by our sub-contractors and supply chain partners internally and externally via press releases/articles 

and internal communications such as Foundations/Our Place.

Group Procurement, and commercial teams, will have access to and complete online learning resources on sustainability topics e.g. waste, responsible sourcing and Modern 

Slavery in 2017.

To complete Modern Slavery risk assessment process for sub-contractors, suppliers, IT Services suppliers, agency and temporary workers.

To develop e-learning module for Modern Slavery awareness and launch on Anti-slavery Day 18th October

To ensure that Group Procurement/Group Commercial, Group IT/Divisional buyers, divisional commercial teams, Construction Directors and construction teams undertake 

Modern Slavery e-learning module.
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Innovation and development
• To apply offsite based products and systems in 20% of our homes by 2020 (based on 2014 baseline of legally completed units - 14,838).

Actively engage with the AIMC4 industrialised housebuilding project alongside other housebuilding peers.

Embedding a ‘Right First Time’ ethos in all construction and technical processes. Ensure that project outcomes highlight areas which will result in energy,carbon and waste 

efficiencies, and ensure that project plan includes a way to track these over time as implemented.

Development and rollout of a new best practice guide as part of the ‘right first time' ethos

Expanding on trials of light gauge steel frame construction to 50 homes near Northampton and large format block construction to a site near Banbury in Oxfordshire.

Bringing our annual Innovation Sandpit event to a greater number of suppliers, continuing to seek strategic partnerships where they further our goals.

Offer SMART thermostats as a customer option in West Midlands, Southampton and West Yorkshire, and if successful, to the wider Group.
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